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ReTurn7100  is used indoors for shorter transfers between wheelchair and bed, wheelchair and toilet/portable toilet/

wheelchair or chair/armchair. ReTurn7100 can also be used to aid repositioning farther back in the chair. ReTurn7100 is 

designed for easy manoeuvring and use in confined spaces. It is easy to assemble and disassemble in just two sections for 

easier transport and storage.

SystemRoMedic is a series of different models of transfer assistive devices. The choice of assistive devices depends on 

the transfer situation and the patient’s functional capability and needs.

Visual inspection    
Check the condition and function of the product regularly. Check to ensure that material is free from damage. If there are 

signs of wear, the product must be inspected and serviced.

Always read the manuals for all assistive devices used during a transfer.

Keep the manual where it is accessible to users of the product.

Do not leave the patient unattended during a transfer situation.

The product should be inspected yearly, and otherwise as required, by a qualified technician. Service must be performed 

by a qualified technician.

Functional inspection

Always read the manual

Manual - English

SystemRoMedicTM

ReTurn7100

Max: 150 kg/330 lbs



• ReTurn is not intended for long transfers.

• The caregiver must always apply counter pressure when the patient is standing 

up, sitting down (1) and during the actual transfer (2).

To transfer with ReTurn, the patient must be able to:

• support weight while standing 

• stand up and maintain balance (with support) 

• grasp handles

• understand instructions

When several gripping alternatives are needed: The handle can be gripped hori-

zontally at two height levels, as well as vertically between these two levels.

For tall patients: When the handle is placed at the highest position, the height of 

the product is raised by 20 cm. When the patient leans forward, the U-handle 

provides a greater area for support.

Gripping alternatives

Transport

The chassis and raising ladder can be carried separately. The chassis section can be carried 

with the help of the accompanying carrier strap. Pull the strap through the two holes on the 

underside of the base plate. Lock by pressing down on the tab.  

Transport, e.g., by car, and storage are easy, since the ReTurn can be disassembled in two 

pieces.

Special requirements and conditions
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Chassis and placement of feet
The feet are placed one on either side, see foot markings on base plate.

The patient’s weight must be centred on the product’s support surface (all weight 

between the wheels); i.e., the patient must be in a standing position. The patient’s 

weight must not be outside of the support surface.

Brakes

There is a brake for each wheel. To brake, press down on the brake plate so that it is 

horizontal. 

To release the brake, press on the brake plate so that it resumes its original, angled 

position; ensure that the wheels roll freely.

Lower-leg support

Adjust the lower-leg support so that the upper edge of the plate is about 3 cm/two fingers 

below the lower edge of the kneecaps. Tighten the knob securely after adjusting.
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Transfers

Bed to wheelchair: Place the wheelchair at some distance from the bed to allow enough 

working space. Lock the wheelchair wheels. Place the patient’s feet on the base plate. 

The patient grasps the raising ladder, leans forward, and then raises himself/herself.

Pull the ReTurn back somewhat, and then steer in towards the wheelchair.

Position the ReTurn close enough to enable good placement in the wheelchair. The 

caregiver applies counter pressure before the patient sits down.

Two caregivers with ReTurnBelt: The RoMedic ReTurnBelt allows different gripping alter-

natives, and helps and encourages the patient to lean forward.

One caregiver helps the patient to lean forward and provides support during raising. 

See manual for ReTurnBelt.

To toilet/shower chair: For transfers to the toilet, space is allowed for the caregiver to 

assist the patient with the pants. The back also has a small recess that allows the 

patient to get close to the toilet and achieve a good seated position.
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Farther back in the chair
If the patient slides forward in the wheelchair, the ReTurn can be used to help the 

patient to slide farther back in the chair. 

Remove/raise the wheelchair foot plates, and then run the ReTurn in towards the 

wheelchair. The patient places his/her feet on the foot plate, grasps the raising lad-

der, leans forward, and then lifts from the seat. The caregiver provides counter pres-

sure. Slide the patient farther back in the chair when he/she has lifted slightly from 

the seat.
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Care of the product:

• Use a soft cloth and mild cleaning agent such as dishwashing liquid or car shampoo to clean the ReTurn. Do not use   

    abrasive cloths or brushes to clean the base plate.

• Do not use solvents.

• To disinfect, use 70% alcohol.
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